Kinetics of degradation of hydrocarbons in the contaminated soil layer.
This work presents kinetic parameters of the removal of hydrocarbons in the course of bioremediation of the soil contaminated with crude and oil derivatives, with special emphasis paid to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Bioremediation was carried out on a laboratory scale, with continuous and discontinuous recirculation of water through the soil column inoculated with the adapted bacterial population. Biodegradation of hydrocarbons can be described by the following equation--ln C = ln C0- kt--which is most often used in the literature to describe degradation of hydrocarbons, and by the equation--ln C = ln C0- kt0.5--which is determined on the basis of experimental data (except for pyrene and chrysene, for which a linear equation was used). A comparison of the two models showed a significant difference in the calculated remediation times, indicating that it is not realistic to expect a simple kinetic model to provide precise and accurate descriptions of concentrations during different seasons and in different environments. The results indicated that once contaminated with hydrocarbons, soil can be slowly brought to the previous state provided that no new contamination has occurred.